The entanglement phenomenon on example of Smolin state of four qubits is discussed. This state is known as bound entangled state and the spin tomogram of the state is found in explicit form. The qubit portrait method is used the Bell inequality violation which provides another tool to prove the property of entanglement of the four-qubit state under consideration.
Introduction
The difference of quantum and classical states is demonstrated by the existance for quantum systems of the phenomenon of entanglement [1] . This phenomenon is closely related to the Einstein-PodolskyRosen paradox [2] . The definition of entanglement could be formulated for composite quantum systems as a property of density operator, for example, for bepartite system, determining the system state [3, 4] . This property distinguishes the presence of classical correlations of the subsystems from strong quantum correlations of the subsystems. For states of two qubits the difference of the correlations could be detected by violation of Bell inequalities [5, 6] .
The simple criterion to detect the entanglement of the state of general system is not known. There exsits a particular criterion [7, 8] based on partial positive transpose (PPT) of density operator which yields the necessary condition of state separability. The separable states are usually interpreted as the states with classical correlations of the subsystems. The entangled states are usually interpreted as the states with quantum correlations. The PPT-criterion gives the necessary and sufficient criterion of entanglement only for two qubits and for bipartite system of qubit-qutrit.
There exist the states called bound entangled ststes [9] with specific behaviour in respect to partial positive transpose of the density matrix. If one can obtain two qubit entangled state from the mixture of qubits applying to this mixture only operations from the set of so-called local operations and classical communications (LOCC) [10] then this state is called distillable. The procedure of creation of entangled pair of qubits out of the mixture is called distillation. Bound entangled states are proved to be not distillable although definitely entangled. Till now the study of bound entangled states is done by using the concrete examples of the composite systems. Our aim is to study the property of bound entaglement. In this paper we will consider Smolin state, the 4-qubit bound entangled state [11] .
The probability representation of quantum mechanics provides the complete description of quantum system states by means of probability distributions instead of such tradistional ways as wave functions and density matrices [12] [13] [14] [15] . In particular, spin states can be described by spin tomogram [14, 15] , which is probability for spin projection on a given direction to take its allowed values. This definition can be generalised to describe composite systems comprised of many spins. One of the applications of spin tomogram is studying of quantum entanglement in such systems. The tomographic approach to the problem was presented and applied to various examples in [16, 17] . It allows to test the separability of complex spin states by direct use of the Bell inequalitites, applied to so-called qubit portraits of states. The qubit portrait of Smolin state allows to show that it is not separable across the cut 1 qubit-3 qubits.
The paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 provides the definition of spin tomogram. In the Section 3 the concept of qubit portait of probability distribution is introduced. Then we give the neccessary condition of separability which uses qubit portraits of the distributions associated with spin tomograms of state under examination. In the Section 3 we apply the approach to the case of the Smolin state.
Spin tomogram. Tomographic definition of separability.
By means of spin tomogram any spin state (density matrix) can be invertibly mapped into a set of positive functions. Let us introduce qubit tomogram as two diagonal elements of density matrix in representation parameterized by rotated axis n of quantization
where the unitary matrix u realises this rotation. The axis and the matrix elements in standard representation can be connected with corresponding Euler angles θ,ψ and φ:
The tomogram is quantum probability of spin having spin projection measurment outcomes, so an associated probability vector can be composed from it, its column containing the probabilities of all possible outcomes:
In the same manner spin tomogram can be defined for qudits of higher dimensions, with spin quantum number j. The same formula (1) remains the correct definition, this time m assumed to take on the numbers −j, ..., j and the matrices u belong to irreducible representation of rotation group associated with spin j. This tomogram also contains the complete information about state of respective qudit and thus mathematically equivalent to (2j + 1) × (2j + 1) density matrix.
Further generalization of tomogram, especially interesting in relation to separability and entanglement problems, can be achieved for systems composed of more than one qudit. In this case a joint probability distribution of all spins projections should be used. For example, for two qudits tomogram
is a unique marker of state as well. The corresponding probablity vector has a dimension 4:
The invertibility of state-to-tomogram mapping allows one to rewrite the definition of state separability in purely tomographic terms: two qudits state ω(m 1 , m 2 , n 1 , n 2 ) is separable across the cut between its qudits if and only if it can be resolved in a convex sum of products of corresponding one qudit tomograms, i.e.
The general statement holds, that separability across the cut between subsytems A and B can be defined as possibility to decompose its tomogram in a convex sum of respective products of tomograms of A and B.
3 Qubit portrait and necessary condition for separability.
The joint tomographic distribution of two qubits (5) can be used directly to test if given state is separable via finding if it satisfies the Bell-CHSH inequality (it also commonly refered to as Bell inequality) [5] . The inequality holds that for correlation coefficients between parameters a and b, both taking on numbers 1 and −1,(denoted C(a, b)) in classical probability should be true that
where the values a1 and b1 each can be equal 1 or −1 independently. Particularly the inequality is satisfied in case of two qubit system in separable state, doubled spin projections of two spins on any directions being chosen as the parameters a and b. Thus one can use compliance of a state with the inequality as a necessary criterion of its separability. The correlations coefficients which are dealt with in the inequality can be expressed in terms of tomogram. Namely, if one introduces a stochastic matrix
then for any separable two qubit state ω(m 1 , m 2 , n 1 , n 2 ) and for any unit vectors a, b, c and d it shall be true that
If there is a combination of a, b, c and d which breakes the inequality than the state is not separable. The authors of [16] developed an ansatz which allows similarly to test more general qudit states of higher dimensions for separability which is also based on the Bell iequality. To build it one needs to introduce a concept of qubit portraits of probability distributions.
Let us consider a discrete probability distribution (p 1 , ..., p n ). By means of linear transform it can be reduced to 2-dimensional distribution:
If matrix π satisfies the conditions that i=1,2 π ij = 1 and π ij 0 then every distribution is transformed to correct normalized and positive distribution. Any such linear compression is called qubit portrait of a given distribution. One can make a qubit portraits of two tomograms ω A (m A , ...) and ω B (m B , ...) associated with systems A and B:
Let us have a joint tomogram for a system unifying A and B ω(m A , m B , ...) (see the formula (4)) which is separable according to the difinition (6). The observation can be made that if one applies the direct product of the operations (11) to joint tomographic distribution for systems A and B the property of separability remains true:
(12) As a result we have a family of joint probability distributions for pair of indeces {i = 0, 1, j = 1, 2} which is separable:
hence it is still subject to the Bell inequality constraint:
We can state the neccessary condition of separability: if a joint state of systems A and B is separable then for any qubit portrait (11) and any set of parameters the Bell inequality is true.
Smolin state.
Smolin introduced [11] a state of four qubits A,B,C and D with interesting properties from the point of quantum information:
The notation used in this formula:
|Φ ± CD and Ψ ± CD refer to the same 2-qubit statets but of qubits C and D. The form in which this state is introduced suggests that it is separable across the cut AB:CD. Further analysis shows that in fact Smolin state is symmetric under permutation of any pair of qubits. In standard qubit basis the state has a form
Smolin state has an intersesting properties in respect to quantum information theory. Being the mixture of different two-qubit entangled states, it however can't be distilled to one of this states without at least two of the qubits placed in one laboratory. Such states are called bound entangled. We will prove that the state is entangled across the cat 1 qubit:3 qubits using the method described in the previous section. The 4-qubit tomogram of Smolin state is i=x,y,z
